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GENERAL INFORMATION 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

This course is an interdisciplinary investigation into the music and poetry of the nineteenth-

century German lied. Each class, we will focus our attention on one song, using it as an entry 

point into broader discussions of style, analysis, compositional process, social history, reception, 

and performance practice.  

We will examine the poetry of Chamisso, Eichendorff, Geibel, Goethe, Heine, Heyse, Klopstock, 

Mörike, Müller, and Rückert; and the music of Beethoven, Berg, Brahms, Bronsart, Cornelius, 

Franz, Hensel, Jensen, Lang, Liszt, Loewe, Mahler, Reichardt, Schröter, Schubert, Schumann, 

Wieck-Schumann, Wolf, and Zelter. We will also use the assigned repertoire to survey the voices 

and performance practices of the great lied artists of the twentieth century, from early recording 

pioneers (Bos, Gerhardt, Hüsch, Kipnis, Lehmann), to postwar masters (Ameling, Baker, Demus, 

Fischer-Dieskau, Fassbaender, Hotter, Moore, Parsons, Prey, Popp, Schreier, Schwarzkopf), to 

contemporary specialists (Bonney, Drake, Goerne, Hampson, Höll, Johnson, Prégardien, 

Quasthoff, Shirai). 

Reading assignments will introduce students to many of the most important figures in lied 

scholarship. In addition, students will complete a series of three essays, each designed to develop 

their skills in comparative analysis: the first, on Schubert’s multiple settings of a single poem; the 

second, on diverse compositional approaches to the lieder of Mignon; and the third, on various 

performance practices and interpretations of a single song. For their final project, students will 

design their own thematic Liederabend. 

 

COURSE MATERIALS 

There are two required textbooks, available for purchase in the campus bookstore as well as from 

various online vendors: 

• The Fischer-Dieskau Book of Lieder, edited by Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, translated by 

George Bird and Richard Stokes (New York: Limelight, 2004). [ISBN: 9780879100049] 

• Andrea A. Lunsford, EasyWriter, 6th ed. (New York: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2016).      

[ISBN: 9781319050764] 

Please bring the Fischer-Dieskau Book of Lieder to every class meeting: it includes a majority of the 

poems (in the original German and in a reliable English translation) that we’ll be studying. A 

handout of additional translations (of poetry not included in the Fischer-Dieskau Book) is available 

on Moodle; please print it out, and bring it to class, too. 

EasyWriter is a grammar, punctuation, style, and citation handbook. Comments on student 

writing will include references to the topic numbers in this book. Please use only the most current 

edition. 
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All reading and listening assignments will be posted onto Moodle. If you would like to purchase 

other references, the following titles are highly recommended: 

• Rufus Hallmark, ed., German Lieder in the Nineteenth Century, 2nd ed. (New York and 

London: Routledge, 2010). 

• James Parsons, ed., The Cambridge Companion to the Lied (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2004). 

 

CLASSROOM ETIQUETTE 

Students must bring copies of all relevant readings, translations, scores, and handouts to class. 

Students should also bring materials for taking lecture notes, including staff paper. Laptop 

computers may be used as long as the wireless function has been disabled. In order to foster a 

productive learning environment, students must silence or shut down all other electronic devices. 

Per the policy of the University, no food or drink is allowed in the classroom. 

Because participation is graded heavily, regular attendance is imperative to the successful 

completion of this course. Students who must be absent due to illness, family emergency, or an 

official University function should inform the instructor in advance and obtain all lecture notes 

(and any other missed announcements) from a fellow student. 

In order to ensure that all students have the opportunity to gain from time spent in class, 

students are prohibited from engaging in any form of distraction or disruption. (Examples of 

disruptive behavior—including tardiness, excessive talking out of turn, inappropriate use of 

electronic devices, and reading material not relevant to the course—are provided by the Office of 

Student Advocacy & Accountability.) Inappropriate behavior will result, minimally, in a request 

to leave the classroom. The matter may also be referred to the Dean of Students.  

 

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 

All students should acquaint themselves with the University’s Code of Student Conduct. 

Students caught cheating, plagiarizing, copying, or otherwise violating the University’s policy on 

Academic Integrity will be reported to the Office of Student Advocacy & Accountability for 

disciplinary action. 

 

DISABILITY ACCOMMODATION 

Students with disabilities—including invisible disabilities—are encouraged to contact the 

professor or the Office of Disability Services (112 Johnston Hall) should they require 

accommodation. There is absolutely no stigma attached to any such request. 

http://www.lsu.edu/judicialaffairs/disruptivestudents.htm
http://www.lsu.edu/judicialaffairs/disruptivestudents.htm
http://www.lsu.edu/saa/
http://appl003.lsu.edu/slas/ods.nsf/index
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 GRADING 

Performance in the course will be assessed with a letter grade, based on the following weighting 

of participation, preparation, and short papers: 

 

Class Participation and Preparation      50% 

 

• Contributions to Discussion (oral or written)    (20%)  

• Weekly Reading and Listening Quizzes    (30%) 

 

 

Short Papers        50% 

          

1. Same Poem, Same Composer, Different Settings (Schubert)  (15%) 

2. Same Poem, Different Composer (Mignon)   (15%) 

3. Same Song, Different Singer     (15%) 

4. Programming a Liederabend     (5%) 

 

 

Letter grades will be assigned based on final percentages, according to the following rubric: 

A+ 97–100%  C+ 77–79%  Grades will not be “rounded up.” For 
example, 89.7% = B+. 
 
There is no extra credit. 
 
No late assignments will be accepted, 
except in cases of family emergency or 
illness (accompanied by a “doctor’s note”). 
In these and other circumstances, please 
contact the instructor. 
 
 

A 93–96%  C 73–76%  
A- 90–92%  C- 70–72%  
      
B+ 87–89%  D+ 67–69%  
B 83–86%  D 63–67%  
B- 80–82%  D- 60–62%  
      
   F below 59%  
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CLASS PARTICIPATION AND PREPARATION 

Students must come prepared to each class, having completed all reading and listening 

assignments.  

• Reading and listening assignments are listed on the course’s Moodle webpage; they may 

also be downloaded or streamed there.  

 

o For every class day, there is one primary song (listed in bold) that you should study in 

detail. Read the poem, listen to the song, examine the score, and listen to the piece again. 

Do what you need to do to become an expert on this musical work, and be prepared to 

discuss your interpretation and analysis in class. Then turn your attention to the 

secondary songs (not listed in bold); we will use them for contextual and comparative 

purposes in class. 

 

o To help keep track of all the music we’ll be listening to this semester, use the Repertoire 

Database on Moodle. It includes titles of all lieder, plus composer names, poet names, 

and dates; it is also sortable within each of those categories. 

 

o Recordings have been selected to demonstrate a wide range of performance styles and 

interpretive choices and to survey the most important lied singers and pianists of the 

twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Please always listen to the assigned recording. 

 

• Students must actively contribute to class discussions; at random points throughout the 

semester, this participation will be evaluated by the instructor. If you are uncomfortable 

participating in these discussions, are unable to do so, or have an excused absence (see above, 

under Classroom Etiquette), you are welcome to submit your thoughts on the assignment as 

a written reflection (ca. 250 words) for your participation assessment. 

 

• Every Tuesday, class will begin with a short reading and listening quiz. (These regular 

quizzes are given lieu of a midterm or final exam.) If you are absent for a quiz with a valid 

excuse (see above, under Classroom Etiquette), you may substitute a 500-word essay on the 

topic of the week’s assignments. 

 

o Quizzes are cumulative, but will focus on the topics covered since the previous quiz 

(including the topic assigned for the day of the quiz). Quizzes may include  

 

▪ short answer questions (asking an open-ended question that will require you to 

interpret and synthesize information from multiple sources) 

 

▪ reading questions (asking about specific, important information from the previous 

week’s reading assignments) 
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▪ music questions (from a short audio or score example, identifying the music’s 

composer [full name, spelled correctly], poet [last name only, spelled correctly], 

approximate year [within a decade], and important stylistic features). Music questions 

may cover all songs from the previous week’s assignments, but only primary songs 

(again, those listed in bold) from earlier in the semester. 

 

SHORT PAPERS 

Students must complete four short papers throughout the semester. (The assignments range in 

length from 750–1,250 words.) More detailed prompts and grading rubrics will be posted onto 

the course’s Moodle webpage. For most paper assignments, the following schedule will be used: 

48 hours before due date: Students must e-mail a draft of their paper to their writing 

partner. (The instructor should be copied to this e-mail.) 

24 hours before due date: The writing partner returns a copy of the draft, with comments 

and suggestions for revision. 

the due date: An electronic copy of the file should be submitted to the instructor before 

class.  

one week after the instructor returns the assignment to the student: A final draft of the 

paper must be submitted to the instructor before class.  

The final grade of each project will be the average of the grades of the first draft (45%) and the 

final drafts (45%), while also reflecting the quality of the student’s comments for his or her study 

partner (10%). 
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COURSE SCHEDULE 

Each day, we will focus our discussion on a single song (the primary song, listed below in bold); 

study this song carefully and thoroughly. Listen to the remaining songs, too; we consider them 

for contextual and comparative purposes. 

 

 
1/11 

 
Introduction to the Analysis of Song 
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, “An Lyda” (Klopstock) (1775) 
Wolfgang Mozart, “Abendempfindung” (unknown) (1787)  
 

 
1/16 

 
Corona Schröter, “Der Erlkönig” (Goethe) (1782) 

J. A. P. Schulz, Lieder im Volkston (1782) 
Johann Friedrich Reichardt, “Erlkönig” (Goethe) (1794) 
Carl Friedrich Zelter, “Erlkönig” (Goethe) (1808) 
Bernhard Klein, “Der Erlkönig” (Goethe) (1827) 

 

 
1/18 

 
Johann Friedrich Reichardt, “Nähe des Geliebten” (Goethe) (1796) 

Carl Friedrich Zelter, “Ich denke dein” (Brun) (1795) 
Ludwig van Beethoven, “Andenken” (Matthison) (1809) 
Franz Schubert, “Nähe des Geliebten” (Goethe) (1815) 

  

 
1/23 

 
Ludwig van Beethoven, An die ferne Geliebte (Jeitteles) (1816) 
  

 
1/25 

 

 
Franz Schubert, “Ganymed” (Goethe) (1817) 

Franz Schubert, “Prometheus” (Goethe) (1819) 
Franz Schubert, “Wandrers Nachtlied II” (Goethe) (1822) 
  

 
1/30 

 

 
Franz Schubert, “Der Zwerg” (Collin) (1823) 

Franz Schubert, “Nacht und Träume” (Collin) (1823) 
Franz Schubert, “Wehmut” (Collin) (1823) 
 

 
2/1 

 

 
Franz Schubert, “Trockne Blumen” (Müller) (1823) 

Ludwig Berger, “Müllers trockne Blumen” (Müller) (1818) 
Franz Schubert, Die schöne Müllerin (Müller) (1823) 
Franz Schubert, Variations on “Trockne Blumen” for Flute and Piano (1824) 
  

 
2/6 

 

 
Franz Schubert, “Ihr Bild” (Heine) (1828) 

Franz Schubert, “Am Meer” (Heine) (1828) 
Franz Schubert, “Die Stadt” (Heine) (1828) 
Franz Schubert, “Der Doppelgänger” (Heine) (1828) 
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2/8 

 

 
Carl Loewe, “Erlkönig” (Goethe) (1818) 
Franz Schubert, “Erlkönig” (Goethe) (1815) 
Carl Loewe, “Edward” (Herder) (1818) 
Carl Loewe, “Herr Oluf” (Herder) (1821) 
 

 
2/15 

 

 
Felix Mendelssohn, Lieder ohne Worte, Op. 30, No. 2 (1833) 

Wilhelm Taubert, An die Geliebte: Acht Minne‐lieder, No. 5 (Goethe) (1834) 
Fanny Hensel, “Lied,” Op. 8, No. 3 (Lenau) (1840)  

 

 
2/20 

 

 
Fanny Hensel, “Im Herbste” (Geibel) (1846) 

Fanny Hensel, “Verlust” (Heine) (1827) 
Fanny Hensel, “Die frühen Gräber” (Klopstock) (1828) 
Fanny Hensel, “Über allen Gipfeln ist Ruh” (Heine) (1835) 
 

 
2/22 

 

 
Josephine Lang, “Ob ich manchmal dein gedenke?” (Köstlin) (1841) 

Josephine Lang, “O sehntest du dich so nach mir” (Köstlin) (1840) 
Josephine Lang, “Auf dem See in tausend Sterne” (Köstlin) (1841) 

 

 
2/27 

 

 
Robert Schumann, “Mondnacht” (Eichendorff) (1840) 

Robert Schumann, Liederkreis, Op. 39 (Eichendorff) (1840) 
  

 
3/1 

 

 
Robert Schumann, “Süßer Freund” (Chamisso) (1840) 

Carl Loewe, “Süßer Freund” (Chamisso) (1836) 
Robert Schumann, Frauenliebe und –leben (Chamisso) (1840) 

 

 
3/6 

 

 
Robert Schumann, “Im Rhein, im heil’gen Strome” (Heine) (1840) 

Robert Schumann, Dichterliebe (Heine) (1840) 
Robert Franz, “Aus meinen großen Schmerzen” (Heine) (1846) 
Robert Franz, “Im Rhein im heil’gen Strome” (Heine) (1860) 
 

 
3/8 

 

 
Clara Schumann, “Er ist gekommen” (Rückert) (1841) 

Clara Schumann, “Liebst du um Schönheit” (Rückert) (1841) 
Clara Schumann, “Warum willst du Andre fragen” (Rückert) (1841) 
Robert Schumann, “Rose, Meer und Sonne” (Rückert) (1841) 
 

 
3/13 

 

 
Clara Schumann, “Lorelei” (Heine) (1843) 

Friedrich Silcher, “Lorelei” (Heine) (1838) 
Ingeborg Bronsart von Schellendorf, “Die Loreley” (Heine) (1865) 
Franz Liszt, “Die Loreley” (Heine) (1856) 
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3/15 

 

 
Peter Cornelius, “Ein Ton” (Cornelius) (1854) 
Peter Cornelius, Trauer und Trost (Cornelius) (1854) 
 

 
3/20 

 

 
Franz Liszt, “Vergiftet sind meine Lieder” (Heine) (1844, rev. 1860) 

Franz Liszt, “Anfangs wollt’ ich fast verzagen” (Heine) (1849, rev. 1849–80) 
Franz Liszt, “Ein Fichtenbaum steht einsam” (two versions) (Heine) (1845–60) 

 

 
3/22 

 

 
Johannes Brahms, “In stiller Nacht” (1894) 

Johannes Brahms, “Wiegenlied” (Des Knaben Wunderhorn) (1868) 
Johannes Brahms, “Vergangen ist mir Glück und Heil” (1874) 
Johannes Brahms, “Da unten im Tale” (1894) 

  

 
4/3 

 

 
Johannes Brahms, “Mit vierzig Jahren ist der Berg erstiegen” (Rückert) (1882) 

Johannes Brahms, “Wie bist du, meine Königin” (Daumer) (1864) 
Johannes Brahms, “Regenlied” (Groth) (1870) 
Johannes Brahms, “Nachklang” (Groth) (1870) 

 

 
4/5 

 

 
Hugo Wolf, “Klinge, klinge, mein Pandero” (Geibel/Heyse) (1889) 
Peter Cornelius, “Preziosas Sprüchlein gegen Kopfweh” (Geibel/Heyse) (1854) 
Adolf Jensen, “Sie blasen zum Abmarsch” (Geibel/Heyse) (1860)  
Johannes Brahms, “Geistliches Wiegenlied” (Geibel/Heyse) (1884) 

 

 
4/10 

 

 
Hugo Wolf, “Ganymed” (Goethe) (1889) 

Hugo Wolf, “Der Feuerreiter” (Mörike) (1888) 
Hugo Wolf, “Prometheus” (Goethe) (1889) 
 

 
4/12 

 

 
Hugo Wolf, “Nimmersatte Liebe” (Mörike) (1888) 

Hugo Wolf, “Der Gärtner” (Mörike) (1888) 
Hugo Wolf, “Verborgenheit” (Mörike) (1888) 
Hugo Wolf, “Auf ein altes Bild” (Mörike) (1888) 
 

 
4/17 

 

 
Gustav Mahler, “Des Antonius von Padua Fischpredigt” (Des Knaben 

Wunderhorn) (1893) 

Gustav Mahler, “Urlicht” (Des Knaben Wunderhorn) (1893) 
Gustav Mahler, Symphony No. 2 (1895) 
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4/19 

 

 
Gustav Mahler, “Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen” (Rückert) (1901) 
Gustav Mahler, “Liebst du um Schönheit” (Rückert) (1901) 
Gustav Mahler, “Blicke mir nicht in die Lieder” (Rückert) (1901) 

 

 
4/24 

 

 
Alban Berg, “Schlafend trägt man mich in mein Heimatland” (Mombert) (1910) 
Alban Berg, Vier Lieder, Op. 2 (Hebbel & Mombert) (1910) 
 

 
4/26 

 

 
Richard Strauss, “Im Abendrot” (Eichendorff) (1948) 

Richard Strauss, Vier letzte Lieder (Eichendorff & Hesse) (1948–49) 
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